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Flipis required

The kernel is shifted and the for a convolution
amount of pixels values withouttheflip it
that are skipped between any two is crossconelation

shifted locations is called a In DL it doesn't

stride mallei snice the
networkcan learn

The output is 21 Smaller then the
areflipped

input since the kernel falls off the version
signal in the first e and the last

e location's There are many ways
to address this issue using a procedure called
padding

we often dont care about padding since we

do want to reduce the spatial resolution of the
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Convolutional layers used in many DL architectures
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This can be extended to deal with the situation

when the output hasmany channels
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lets consider the ID convolution case and see if we

can derive the backpropagation rules
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Recall that we already have 2g lets apply the chain rule
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Notice how ni influences outputs between Yi e and Yite
So we need to backpropagate gradients throughthese when

computing Eg
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now lets try to find what FYI and 2k look like
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We can therefore write
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But what about other dis we can similarly construct
relevant Ige
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allofthesepixels contribute
3 Good at capturing local spatial content but
what about global content How can we extend
convolution to also include global content



Use atrous or dilated convolution's

output referred to
MA

t
Notice how the output includes information
from quiets that are further away while keeping the

number of parameters constant

Elton

we can easily combine atrons and regular convolutions

to create an output used often in real time

image segmentation
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This convolution mixes informations along space i.e

weight and width and channels

we can borrow ideas from separable convolution and
separate out spatial informationmixing and
channel wise information mining
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each channel output hashas its own
ate someconvolution kernel
numbers of
channels
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C d convolution is often used to increase channel

depth of a feature while maintaining its spatial
resolution

We have a convolution kernel of size 3 3 3 and

we want the output to be of size 30 30 12

Therefore we need 12 3 3 3 kernels

total number of multiplications
30 30 3 373 x 12

291600

Now say we separate out the channels and

spatial dimension's

1 Convolve each input channel with a

3 3 kernel

multiplication's 30 30 3 3 x 3

I 24 300

2 Now multiply each location wilt 12 3

matrix

multiplications 30 30 12 3

32 400



4 Total 24,0300 32,400

56 700

What about the number of parameters
parameters in the non separated case

3 3 3 X 12 324

parameters in the separated case

3 3 12 3 12

108 36

144

n
we go deeper This allows convolutional layers
to construct an abstract representation of the
entire image This is greatfor image level decision
making such that imageclassification
However what if you want to make pixel level
decision making e.g semantiaion or

superresolution

We need a mechanism to maintain the spatial
resolution



How do we derive the benefits of convolutional
layers local processing and spatial structure

and maintain the spatial resolution

Use pudding to maintain the spatial resolution
dDownside increased computation cost
Combine a downsampling network took an

upsampling network Encoder DecoderArchitecture

twitter.tkueates abstract representation of an
image The abstract represention is low resolution

FI Dum Eth
Downsampling low res abstract

network image featureannels

Upsampenignetunt
takes a low res abstractimage feature and reconstruct

a feature having the same spatial resolution as the
image
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low res abstract

image feature
Upsampling



Q How do we upsample
Nearestneighbour

tIII

Bi linear milerpolation

Bed of nails
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Max unpooling
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max unpool
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maxpool maximpool



None of these techniques are data dependent
So these dont learn from data

Transposed ition
say we want to upsample a 2 2 featuremap
to a 3 3 featuremap p
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lets bake a 2 2 kernel with unit stride and zero

padding

meme

Now take every element of the featuremap and

multiply it with kernel and Sare the results as

follows
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We can now extend this idea as follows
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